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Two people, in a pair of fashionable dresses, in the VIP channel arm in arm after 
check-in,
And arm in arm at the airport for VIP service business car.
In the eyes of outsiders, these two people must be a rich second-generation 
couple,
Not only dressed in big brands, but two people also go out for a trip,
Have to spend hundreds of thousands on chartered flights.
However, this was the best disguise for Charlie and Maria.
With Charlie’s current state, saying that he was just twenty years old wouldn’t make 
anyone suspicious,
And walking down the aisle to meet an acquaintance head-on,
He was afraid that he wouldn’t be recognized either.
The two boarded the airplane, the crew guided them to the spacious cabin,
Maria directly ignored the front two independent first-class seats,
Pulling Charlie while walking backward, while pampering, “Honey, I want to sit with 
you.”
At the back, there were side-by-side double seats with no armrests in the center, a 
standard double sofa seat.
As soon as Maria got on the airplane, she had her eye on these two seats.
Charlie naturally cooperated seriously with the acting, nodding his head repeatedly,
“Since you want to sit together then let’s sit together.”
Maria stopped her steps and said with a serious face,
“You forgot to call me baby.”
Charlie was stunned by her serious look, and said awkwardly, “There are people 
next to me.”
The stewardess next to him couldn’t help but cover her mouth and snicker.
In her opinion, the two young people in front of her were a standard couple in love,
without any contradiction.
Maria didn’t care about the air hostess beside her, and said very seriously,
“The term of endearment is to be called in front of people, which can only prove 
that you truly love me ah,”



“If you only call me baby in private, but keep a distance between you and me in 
front of people,”
“Doesn’t it mean that you’re eating what’s in the bowl, but still thinking about 
what’s in the pot?”
The stewardess beside her couldn’t help but quietly give a thumbs-up to Maria,
Charlie saw Maria so into the drama, thinking that he couldn’t be a piggyback 
dragging people’s hind legs,
So he gave up his old face, and said with extra sincerity,
“Baby, you’re right!”
Maria’s pretty face turned red, satisfied nodded, and seriously said, “In the future, 
you have to remember,”
“The more outside, the more you have to be with me not numb and mushy,”
“So that there is no other woman to play your idea,”
“There is no other man who misses me, this is called the Declaration of 
Sovereignty.”
Charlie nodded his head repeatedly “Baby is right, baby is right.”
After saying that, he looked at the stewardess beside him and ordered,
“Miss, please pour a cup of water for my baby, after talking so much, she should be 
thirsty.”
The stewardess couldn’t help herself, and hurriedly said,
“Mr. Miss wait a moment, I’ll go and prepare something to drink for the two of 
you.”
Maria blankly glanced at Charlie and muttered,
“You think I talk too much, don’t you? Look at my little fist!”
After saying that, she raised her hand and gently hammered twice on Charlie’s 
chest.
The flight attendant’s heart was full of envy, in her opinion,
The way this couple flirted was the truest reaction between lovers.
When the stewardess went to the kitchen in the front cabin,
Maria spat out her tongue at Charlie, then sat down next to him,
Smilingly asked him in a low voice “How was it, Did I act okay?”
Charlie nodded his head, seriously said,
“I must say if you say you have not been in love,”



“I absolutely do not believe, feel that you simply are too clear.”
Maria was shy and anxious “I have never been in love, but at least I have seen 
movies and TV dramas!”
“Isn’t flirting a common occurrence in relationship dramas?”
“Yes yes yes.” Charlie nodded his head with a smile, at this time,
The airplane had slowly rolled out of its slot, so Charlie brought the topic back to 
the main topic and whispered,
“We’ll be able to land in Lijiang in more than two hours,”
“The first thing we’ll do is rent a car to go to Dali after we land,”
“Can you still recall the exact location of your father’s clothing grave?”
Maria put away her smile and spoke “My father’s clothes mound,”
“In the northeast of Erhai, I’ve seen maps and satellite photos, that place is now 
renamed Shuanglang.”
Charlie nodded, took out his cell phone to check the map, and said,
“Shuanglang is still closer to Lijiang, it’s almost an hour and a half drive after 
getting off the plane.”
“Well ……” Maria nodded slightly and said,
“Father’s clothes mound is on the mountain in the northeast of Shuanglang,”
“A few hundred years have passed, I don’t know what has become there now.”
Charlie asked, “Were there tombstones left in the beginning?”
“There was.” Maria said “At first, I asked someone to carve a stone monument,”
“And buried his clothes from his life with my mother, but I don’t know if I can still 
find it.”
Charlie asked him “Is your mother also buried there?”
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